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Match Results: 

 

Saturday Sunday 

AG/Div Home Team H A Away Team AG/Div Home Team H A Away Team 

AA/C Carss Park (1) 2 4 Lugarno AAW/B Lugarno 2 4 Kogarah Waratah 

AA/D Lugarno 2 2 Rockdale Raiders O35/B Lugarno 3 0 Oatley FC 

AA/E Lugarno 2 3 Rockdale Suns PWL/1 Lugarno 2 0 Oatley FC 

AA/F 
Peakhurst United 

 (2) 
1 8 Lugarno (2) 

 

AA/F Lugarno (1) 2 3 
Kogarah Waratah 

 (1) 

AA/G Connells Point (1) 2 1 Lugarno 

AA/H Oatley FC 0 2 Lugarno 

AAA1/1 Lugarno (2) 4 0 Penshurst West 

AAA1/1 Lugarno (1) 1 1 Sans Souci 

AAAR/R Lugarno (2) 1 1 Penshurst West 

AAAR/R Lugarno (1) 0 3 Sans Souci 

U12/B Hurstville Minotaurs 2 0 Lugarno 

U13/A Connells Point 2 3 Lugarno 

U13/C Lugarno 2 3 Rockdale Suns 

U14/C Banksia Tigers 1 4 Lugarno 

U15/B Lugarno 0 2 Peakhurst United Friday 

U17/18/B ASOW 1 4 Lugarno O45/A Scots FC 8 1 Lugarno 

 

 

Match Reports: 
  

6B 1   v     Sans Souci                

We arrived at Claydon Reserve for our first away game 

of the year and didn’t we feel the cold snap and wind 

being just that little bit close to Kogarah Bay, but 

luckily most of the players and us parents had our LFC 

Hoodies and Jackets on. 

Another surprise, we didn’t have a ref for the first 

time this year and the little zip bag full of silver coins 

from the glovebox that added up to the magic $8 

stayed put for at least a week, and so the riches of 

ref’s money start to tick over, haha. 
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After a slow start, we banged away 4 quick goals (3 to Christopher and 1 to Elijah), we conceded 

right on halftime and went into the sheds 4-1 up. 

Second half was more one way traffic as Christopher got another 4 (1 deflected from a Sans Souci 

player) and Elijah also added to his tally. We saw 1st year player Conor make some great full field 

runs during the game and was unlucky not to get a couple of goals himself. In the end it was a 9-1 

win with Christopher claiming 7 of them, breaking his own record of 6 goals from a few weeks back. 

Well done team, the strong start to the season continues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8B 1   v     Oatley FC 

POTM:  Lucas 

What a great performance from our boys against Oatley FC on 

Saturday. The first half was a real arm wrestle, with end to 

end football for the whole 20 minutes. Jarvis did a great job at 

Centre Forward taking on defenders and creating chances, 

Samuel W had another strong game at Centre Midfield, 

showing his credentials as a great leader as our captain for 

the day, and Zac B worked hard the whole first half getting up 

and down the field in both attack and defence at Centre 

Forward and Centre Midfield. But it was Zac L who kept us in 

the game, with probably the best goalkeeping performance of 

the year so far, assisted by Kibi’s ‘take no prisoners’, defence 

breaking down the Oatley attack on many occasions. 

In the second half, the Lugarno boys really took it to Oatley 
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FC. Ibrahim was ‘as solid as a rock’ at the back, not allowing Oatley out of their half and working 

hard to keep possession. Samuel T and Lucian were unrelenting for the whole half, chasing every 

ball and every Oatley player showing great speed and tenacity, and getting the ball up the field, and 

creating great goal scoring opportunities. Zac P had a great all round game, getting into space on the 

wing and Centre Forward, creating some very good chances for the team, and nearly finished off a 

great team move. 

Our player of the match however was 

Lucas. After a quiet first half, Lucas 

came to life in the second half with 

some excellent displays of skill and 

speed on the right wing. It was Lucas 

who won the ball from Oatley in our 

defensive third, got us moving forward 

through the midfield third to give Zac L 

the opportunity to score great team 

goal. Lucas followed up with a cracking 

long range goal that sealed the win for 

LFC. 

Great team effort boys.  

 

 

 

9Girls   v     Hurstville Zagreb                

“NEWSFLASH” 

LUGARNO 9GS ARE STILL UNDEFEATED  

Lugarno girls have continued their wonderful undefeated run with a 9-0 win against Hurstville 

Zagreb, with a whopping 6 different goal scorers. 

Concentrating on passing, building up from the back, the girls were eager to show the coach Foti 

what they have learned in training, and from the very beginning I thought I was watching Barcelona 

play. 

Couldn’t be more proud of the girls and the confidence oozing from them. 

Another great game and great victory. 

Well done to coach Foti and ref Michael. 

GOAL SCORERS:  Emily, Alessia, Imogen, Gabriella, Daisy, Sabella. 

 

9A (9I2)   v    Sans Souci                

POTM:  Samuel 

Four from Four, the 9A’s march continues with another solid team effort this week. Sam might have 

been out this week, but everyone put in a huge effort. For the fourth week in a row the team took 

to the field in perfect formation and held their shape for the entire match.  

From the get go Riley, Levi, Zac and Jake provided a solid rear guard that only allowed the 

opposition to get 2 shots off the whole half, Jonas was rarely bothered but always ready to restart 

the play. Oliver, Kai, Samuel and Jett kept a high line and peppered the goal until we got our first 

breakthrough, Kai smashed the ball into the back of the net.  
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Oliver added a second, closely followed by another brilliant team goal converted by Jett just before 

half time with Samuel having a hand in the second 2 goals. After completely dominating the second 

half, we pushed our line a little too high towards the end and Samuel and Levi were forced to track 

back to save our bacon and snuff out some sneaky counter attacks. Jake was forced to make some 

stellar saves, but unfortunately, we finally conceded our only goal with 1 minute to go. One of the 

highlights of the game was unfortunately a goal that wasn’t, a disallowed left foot screamer by 

Samuel.   

Once again, Excellent effort team; keep up the fantastic work! 

Final Score - Lugarno FC 3 V Sans Souci 1 (Win) 
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9B 1   v    Kogarah Waratahs                

POTM:  Leni 

The U9B1's travelled to Scarborough Park today to play against Kogarah Waratahs. With the team 

unable to train, they were eager and excited to get onto the pitch. We only had 6 players today 

against a full team but that didn't bother the players as they warmed up. 

With no referee, a huge thank you to Chris who stepped up and, from the opening whistle, the team 

tore in. It was a tight opening with both teams creating early chances but the ever reliable Elijah was 

solid in goals and Ben was having a blinder, showing some impressive skills down the left wing and 

thundering in a shot that beat the keeper only to be denied by the woodwork. 

The team continued to apply pressure with Leni and Kiarna being ruthless in defence, Kale staying 

solid in the middle and setting up chances and Elizabeth standing firm in defence and tackling and 

clearing the ball solidly. 

It was through whole team pressure that we mounted a promising attack and, with the ball sitting 

up perfectly for the left boot of Ben, he hit one sweetly that nearly tore a hole in the back of the 

net, and we were up 1-0 with Ben's first goal of the season. 

The rest of the half continued to go end to end but our defence stayed solid and we went into half 

time tired but on top.  

After a great pep talk from Coach Steve and the well earned oranges, we started the 2nd half full of 

running and hunger to get the ball. Elijah came out of goals and made a scintillating run up the 

middle and drove the ball home with a perfect shot. We were up 2-0 and hungry for more! 

The team, continued to go from strength to strength, playing as a team with some great passing and 

positioning, tiring out the opposition. Ben continued to shine on the left wing and after a couple of 

near misses he squeezed one through from a tight angle and we were up 3-0. 

Leni and Kiarna continued to menace the opposition, whenever one of them got the ball, Leni and 

Kiarna were there to tackle and set up Elijah and Ben. Elizabeth showed great patience and held the 

backline firm and, although Kale was ready and waiting in goals, the ball rarely made its way to our 

goal. 

As the opposition tired with our relentless pressure, more opportunities arose and it wasn't long 

before Leni went straight through the middle and fired one past the keeper and into the back of the 

net. This was Leni's first ever goal and it was a beauty! The team rushed to congratulate her and her 

huge smile said it all! 

Kiarna, who was a workhorse all game, also got in on the action and used some great skill to also 

score a terrific goal and we were up 5-0. 

Although we were one short, the team never stopped and when Chris blew the final whistle we left 

the field proud and exhausted - a tremendous team effort! I think there was even a smile from 

Coach Steve who was so pleased with the team and how they are listening and putting into practice 

the skills and plays discussed at training. We are now 3 wins and 1 loss this season and importantly 

we are continuing to improve each week. 

A great team win - bring on the next game! 

The coaches comments for each player: 

Elizabeth - continues to be the 'rock' in defence, using both skill and patience to make the right 

decisions. Made a lot of last line tackles and cleared the ball well setting up our midfield and 

forwards to score. 

Kale - had a great first half in the centre, setting up opportunities with some strong runs and great 

tackles. Had a quiet 2nd half in goals but was ready for anything that may have come his way!  
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Elijah - was rock solid in goals in the first half, the opposition never looked like scoring and he set up 

many first half plays with quick goal kicks, turning defence into attack. Had a great 2nd half in the 

field scoring a crucial goal and running everywhere in pursuit of the ball, tackling hard and strong! 

Kiarna - covers more ground than any other player, never giving up and always applying pressure on 

the opposition. She is the first to help out in defence and always there in attack - a true midfielder. 

Was rewarded with a great goal today! 

Leni - played her best game of the season! Ran all game at 100% and also was always there in both 

attack and defence. Showed a lot more skill and thought today, balanced with a 'no fear' attitude. 

Scored her first ever goal - a very proud moment and I feel there are a few more goals to come! 

Ben - mesmerised the opposition with flair, speed and accuracy. Ben was unstoppable today and 

made some great runs down the left wing, had some cracking shots on goal and made some crucial 

tackles. Scored a wonderful 'double' and cost his Dad $10! 

Our player of the match was Leni, who received the McDonald’s award for today for a terrific game 

and first ever goal! Well done Leni! 

Special mention also to Chris, who refereed and let the game flow but was encouraging to both 

teams. 

Thanks also to all the parents and friends who turned up and supported the team! 

Well done 9B1's - it's shaping up to be a great season!  
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10I 1   v     Arncliffe Aurora      

POTM:  Miles 

A brutal match saw players sprawling everywhere and the referee looking stressed. 

Soccer can teach all sorts of great life lessons, like resilience and that the way you show up is more 

important than the result. 

We all thought Lugarno showed strong character against a highly skilled and physical side. As an 

example Miles, who sang songs while jumping and diving saves, was awarded POM. “Its not the 

world cup, Dad.” 

All players put in 100% effort - to a kid we couldn’t fault how much they put in.  

At times it was hard to explain to players that they need to care for each other regardless of which 

side they are on. Tomorrow your opponent may be standing next to you in the playground or the 

checkout and they should be glad to see a friend. As parents we have a role to ensure these are the 

values we are reinforcing for our kids every week. Be cool �  

Great effort and great football team - Derek and Paul. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11B 1   v     Arncliffe Aurora                                                            

Manager’s Trophy Winner:  Lachie 

Coach’s Trophy Winner: Malachi 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  The ‘Famous Five’… 
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Team: Malachi, Oscar, Lachie, Abs, Emmason, Michael, Josh, Billy, Lily, Elle 

With a trip interstate for work last week, a call went out to see if any of the dads could step in to 

take training and, in true Enid Blyton fashion, in stepped the ‘Famous Five to save the day and even 

Timmy the dog, aka Bella. turned up for the fun! � 

As I watched intently from Brisbane for the live updates via teletext, it was clear the game was not 

for the faint-hearted … it was the ‘Famous Five’ and the girls v the U11 Boys. End to end stuff and 

goal after goal – it was the boys that came out the winners! Given the smiles and the sweat on the t-

shirts I’m not sure who enjoyed it more  

With another early start to set up the pitch and two games within the space of 3 days, I wondered 

how everyone would back up... The kids were right up for it, but with a few of the ‘Famous Five’ 

missing I was concerned that the Voltaren hadn’t quite worked its magic, or maybe it was just too 

many lemonades! 

Arncliffe started the game well and we knew we were in for a game, however with Mr Consistent, 

Oska, controlling the back 3, we initially kept them at bay. 

It was clear we were up against a strong Arncliffe side as they continued to peg us back. 

As the ball broke away, there was some neat footwork from Billy, Josh and Michael to give our 

defence a break. 

With Malachi strong in between the sticks, he was making it hard for Arncliffe to break through. 

Shot after shot - this man had it covered. Unfortunately though, the breakthrough came - but it 

wasn’t for us. An outstretched arm couldn’t quite push the ball over the bar.. 

With Elle, Lily and Oska staunch in defence we created a few opportunities. Lachie with some new-

found confidence and some neat and fancy footwork nearly sneaked a goal at the near post. 

We tried to get out of our half but we were being pegged back. Unfortunately, another strike by the 

Arncliffe forward ended up high in the air to make it 2 nil as we trudged in at half-time. 

A quick burst of vitamin C and a halftime pep talk seemed to do the trick. 

We stepped up the pace and started to play the ball in their half. With Abbie neatly taking on the 

right back with some fancy dribbling skills and then Billy and Josh trying their luck, it was proving 

difficult to break through. 

With further chances falling to Emmerson and Michael it was unfortunate that Arncliffe slipped in 

another goal past the impressive Malachi. Up until that point it seemed Malachi had it all covered, 

whether it was with his hands or his quick footwork to keep them at bay. 

We dug deep towards the end of the game and were desperate to get that consolation goal and, 

with a twist and a turn and the drop of his right shoulder, un-leashed what seemed like a certain 

goal but was denied by the underside of the bar. The game finished 3 nil! 

Whilst we didn’t win the game, our defensive display was impressive. Oska kept it cool at the back 

with another commanding display, however the Coaches trophy went to the super impressive 

Malachi for his goal-keeping display in between the sticks. Managers trophy went to Lachie for your 

first half display, some timely tackles and some fancy footwork. Unlucky not to get that goal!  

Kids – We were up against a good side today but defended well. Don’t let your heads drop next 

time!  

Big thanks to the dads for helping with field set up and an even bigger thank you to the ‘Famous 

Five’ for taking training. I’m off to Perth this week so I’m hoping that you can all step in again this 

week….  
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Twins Vinnie and Jamie from the U12C team at a taping of Fox Sports ‘Sunday Shootout’ show 

 

13C   v     Sans Souci Lost 1 – 2                  Saturday 27th April                               

Goal Scorer:  Max Cocotti 

Big thanks to the club’s resident TV stars Vinnie and Jamie from the U12’s, for helping out with a few 

key players away on holidays. They were terrific as always.  

We did it tough for the first half against a stiff breeze but our boys battled on courageously. It was 

seemingly only fatigue that got to us right at the death of the half where they put one on us to go to 

the break 1-0 up. 

The boys hit back thanks to a great goal from Max and from there it was a real arm wrestle for the 

remainder of the 2nd half. Most of the game was spent defending tirelessly. A huge shout out to our 

goalie Austin, if not for his skill at the back, the game wouldn’t have been close. Some of his saves 

were sublime.  

Sadly with only a minute or so to go, fatigue and pressure got to us and they snuck one in to take 

the win. Once our fitness gets better results will start to go our way because we’ll start utilising a bit 

more room and creating more support play. It’s a big field boys, be prepared to use it. 

 

13C   v     Rockdale Suns Lost 2 – 3                                                           

Goal Scorers:  Max Cocotti / Hunter Solomons 

Sooooo close again. What a first half. All goals were scored in the first half. 2nd half was both teams, 

to their credit, not want to give an inch or giving up. 

So pleasing to see the boys following the game plan of using the edges more, especially in attack.  

Our two goals were set up beautifully with crosses into our strikers who were ready to pounce. Max 

is on a goal scoring streak and playing very well. Hunter’s strike showed great timing and power for 

a little dude. 

Once again the game was only close thanks to some wonderful keeping from Austin. 
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In a sense we were a little unlucky as 2 of their goals were amazing long shots that Mark Schwarzer 

would have had trouble with. Our defenders rotated a bit but were fantastic. Nick P, Cameron and 

Patty with Jono and Finlay helping out. Really happy with these guys. They are the soul of the team. 

Owen is one of our keys and the way he set up one of our goals is an important sign and step 

forward for our team. Watch this space. Nicholas is another one to watch. He’s really starting to 

show some skill in the middle of the park. He’s beating players one on one regularly and it won’t be 

long before he sets up genuine opportunity after opportunity.  

Big improvements also in George and Seb. George is starting to player bigger and tougher and that is 

where he will start to take on the bigger opposition players whilst Seb has the biggest boot in the 

team and it won’t be long before he knocks in an almighty goal when we least expect it. Josh is 

getting more and more action and with a little more speed is going to win some of those races to 

the goals. 

Another one to watch is Josh Crewes. He is enjoying some freedom, starting at the back and mainly 

forward in the 2nd half where we started to witness some much needed pace. It won’t be long until 

he finds the back of the net. 

If all the boys can find that next level of speed and endurance, we will turn around these close 

games.  

 

14C   v     Banksia Tigers Won 4 – 1                                                                

Goal Scorers:  Daniel W / Zack / Alex / Harrison V 

That has to be our best team performance we have played since I began coaching the team at the 

start of season 2018. From the first whistle the team passed the ball and supported each other well. 

We created many scoring opportunities and each goal we scored was well taken and came from 

some great lead up work.  

We defended well and our goalkeeper Noah had an absolute blinder.  

It didn’t take long for our first scoring chance of the game. It came from a great through ball from 

Shaun into the path of a fast running Zack. Zack outpaced the Banksia defenders only to see his shot 

go just wide of the goal.  

Another attack saw Gab’s well executed pass to Zack who then passed the ball to Alex only to see 

his shot deflect agonisingly off a Banksia defender for a corner.  

Zack then pouncing on a goalkeeper error had his shot well saved by the Banksia keeper.  

We scored our first goal approximately 10 minutes into the game. After a great ball from Harrison V 

to Zack (who timed his run to perfection from out side the Banksia penalty box) Zack then passed 

the ball to an unmarked Daniel W. Daniel W then cooly slotted the ball past the Banksia keeper.  

Shortly after, Banksia nearly levelled the game when one of their unmarked players found himself in 

front of our goal. Noah executed a magnificent save to keep the ball out of our goal.  

Tim (unknowing to him) pulled off a defending move which would have pleased the coaching staff in 

the EPL.  Noah came out to collect a high bouncing ball inside our penalty box. Tim was able to 

shield Noah from a fast approaching Banksia forward. Noah collected the ball safely. “If only my 

O35’s team could do the same for me”. 

We kept pressing at the Banksia goal. Ray had a great shot saved by the Banksia keeper. Tim 

provided a well timed pass to put Zack on another great run at the Banksia goal.  

Midway through the 1st half and against the run of play, Banksia were able to level the scores at 1-

1.   
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Our team did not drop their bundle. We were spurred on by a great turn by Ross in the Banksia 

penalty box only to see his shot saved by the keeper.  

Harrison V then saw his shot go just wide of the Banksia goal. Harrison V was in the action again 

after a great interception he saw his shot again go just wide of the Banksia goal.  

The first half ended 1-1.  We definitely had the momentum and needed to produce the same 

passing and support play in the 2nd half.  

We started the 2nd half as we left off the 1st - passing the ball and supporting each other well. We 

had a scare early in the 2nd half but Noah came to our rescue again with a fantastic “one on one” 

save after a Banksia player found himself free in our box.  

Harrison V then provided a great pass to Zack who again outpaced the Banksia defenders.  

Alex, who was playing further up the field this game, had a great run down our left hand side only to 

see his shot well saved by the Banksia keeper.  

Soon after we won a corner on the left side. Alex took the corner and was able to collect the ball 

from a rebound and unleashed a great long range shot over the Banksia keeper. (2-1 our way).   

This spurred us on further. Harrison V, surrounded by at least 3 Banksia defenders, was able to 

somehow find a shot at the Banksia goal.  

Zack then produced a great reflex save by the Banksia keeper. His shot was goal bound. 

Zack then scored a well taken goal (after some good team lead up work) to make it 3-1 our way.  

Shortly after Harrison V was finally on the scoresheet and made it 4-1 our way. Harrison V 

unleashed an unstoppable strike just inside the Banksia penalty box which sailed into the top left 

hand corner of the goal.  

Noah was again called upon with another fantastic “one on one” save.  I think Noah definitely had 

his Weetbix this morning.  

Alex then took a free kick on the right side just outside the Banksia penalty box. The ball eventually 

landed at Zack’s feet. Zack’s point blank shot was brilliantly saved by the Banksia keeper.  

Ray produced a piece of brilliance down our right hand side. He beat a number of Banksia defenders 

before providing a well flighted cross to Alex standing at the Banksia far post. Alex’s volley went just 

wide of the goal.  

Noah again produced a great save when he came out and claimed the ball from a Banksia attacker’s 

feet.  

Harrison C then pulled off the tackle of the game. He was confronted with a “one on one” situation 

just metres from our goal. Just as the Banksia attacker was going to shoot at our goal Harrison C 

stuck a toe out and defused the situation.  

With the final whistle approaching Adam provided Alex with our final attack. Adam put a great long 

range pass through to Alex whose shot went just wide of the Banksia goal. The match ended 4-1 our 

way.  

Daniel C had a very good game.  He tackled strongly and passed the ball well.  

Harrison C was called to play in a number of different positions. He played very well in each of those 

positions.  

Daniel B also had a great game. He got stuck in there on many occasions making good tackles and 

passes. This was acknowledged by our spectators.  

Nathan had his usual strong faultless game in our defence. He timed his tackles well.  
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Adam was in control in the middle of the park for us. He made a number of good tackles and 

distributed the ball well to our team.  

Gab started the game at left wing but found himself settling in his usual left half position. Gab had a 

strong game and worked well with Ross on the left hand side.  

Ross ran himself into the ground. He worked well with Zack and Daniel W up front and with Gab on 

our left side. 

Daniel W had a great game scoring a goal and coming close on a number of occasions. He held the 

ball up well and teamed up with Zack, Ross and Harrison V upfront.  

Shaun played very well at left back for us today. He made some very good interceptions and 

provided some great passes to the team.  

This was a great all round team performance today. We tackled, passed and supported each other 

well. We also created a number of goal scoring opportunities and finished off 4 excellent goals. 

 

  

AAF 2   v     Peakhurst Utd Won 8 – 1                                                                       

Goal Scorers:  Mark McCormack 3 / Thomas Murphy 2 / Andrew Cox / Eddy Poh / Fotes Efthimiadis 

 

 


